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James F. Fulton
Chief Denver Field Division
USDI Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 46667
Denver, Colorado 80201-6667

Comments: State Amendments Tracking System (SATS) number UT-045-FOR
Formal Program Amendment Pertaining to the Utah Coal Rules: Sealing of Wells, Catchall Statements, Intermittent Stream

Dear Mr. Fulton:

The Bureau of Land Management – Utah State Office has provided comments for the proposed formal program amendment to the Office of Surface Mining during the informal hearings and meetings regarding the amendment. We have appreciated the opportunity to participate and provide comments.

However, reviewing the material provided in your letter shows the citation under "UMA Topic #3: Sealing of Wells" in paragraph two presently is "30 CFR 75.1771" which appears to be in error. We believe the correct citation should be "30 CFR 75.1711."

Please call Jim Kohler (801-539-4037) of my staff if you have any questions or need additional information.

Sincerely,

/s/ Jeff Rawson
Selma Sierra
State Director

Cc: Dan Dean, DGOM
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